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Author's response to reviews:

Dear Editor-in-Chief

Many thanks for sending this manuscript to so many reviewers. The requested changes in the manuscript have been made as an accommodation to compromise for the occasional contradictory but often quite rational wishes of said reviewers. We have tried to be reasonable and measured without losing the original flavour of the article.

With all kind regards

The authors

Youri Maryn_1024742291240993_comment
All reasonable changes were made in the manuscript to accord with this useful review. The typographical errors in the tables were corrected.

Adam M Klein_1165933288236243_comment
Previous experimentation does not invalidate the study instead it provides validation of other studies and provides scientific credibility. It also provides others with information regarding detailed practice in other units. All reasonable changes were made in the manuscript to accord with this review.

Christopher Y Chang _1572072873233187_comment
All reasonable changes were made in the manuscript to accord with this review.

James P Thomas_5253816282340070_comment
The concerns raised regarding bilateral dosing were answered. All reasonable changes were made in the manuscript to accord with this review.
All reasonable changes were made in the manuscript to accord with this review.